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Debate continues
over aid program
WASHINGTON lAPi-The Senate
Foreign Relations Committee agreed
yesterday that the United States should
stay in the foreign aid business, and
Congress appeared headed toward a
stopgap resolution to keep the program
alive

spending authority past Nov. 15 is
imperative
And a Pentagon spokesman said military assistance
is absolutely essential" in US. strategic planning.

THE FOREIGN Relations Committee
spent some 90 minutes behind closed
But controversy loomed over the dura- doors discussing the future and the
tion of any such revival measure, and the impact of last Friday night's Senate vote
shape of a long-term foreign aid formula that killed the $2 9-bilhon foreign aid
The While House said adoption of a authorization bill
No votes were taken at the committee
resolution to continue foreign aid

session and no formal decisions made.
"I think the one thing I can say is that
there wasn't any disposition to do
nothing, said Sen J W Fulbright IDArfc.l. the chairman "Something will be
done, nut what it will be. I have no idea."
Rep George Mahon (D-Tex.i. chairman of the House Appropriations
Committee, said he hopes Congress will
agree on "a quickie, stopgap'' resolution
to continue foreign aid while a permanent program is fashioned.
"This is not a settlement of the controversy over foreign aid.' he said "It is
just a stop-gap."
IV suggested a 30-day extension of aid
spending authority, to meet current
expenses and pay salaries while the issue
is settled.
Mahon said he hopes the I'ouse could
pass such a resolution by the middle of
next week, to give the Senate time to act
before Nov. 15. when the Agency for
International Development will run out
of money without congressional action
His idea is a resolution that would
continue aid spending authority for 30
more days, or until the end of the current
congressional session, at about $2.9
billion, the level that would have
authorized by the rejected Senate bill.

Student
conference

Member* of the Ohio Association of Broadcasters hold a student conference
yesterday in the River Room of the University Union. Allan land, group
manager of Zanesville and Noal Ellis, vke-president of NBC-TV, Cleveland,
ditcutt "Management and Programming."

Cluster College offers alternative
By Jim Carey

Faraway
thoughts

It the quarter getting the host of you? Go aheod,
make yourself comfortable beneath a tree and see
what the branches, sky and leafy boughs have to
offer

AAUP encourages
collective bargaining
The Ohio Conference of the American
Association of University Professors
i AAUP l Saturday passed a resolution
urging local chapters to establish
collectivebargaining procedures on their
campuses
Dr. Maurice Mandell. president of the
AAUP chapter here, said the amended
resolution received overwhelming
support.
The original resolution urged "each of
its chapters" to establish collective
bargaining procedures The amended
version changed "each" to "such
chapters as feel it appropriate to do so."

possibly the state legislature, the
governor or the Board of Regents
The Ohio Conference of AAUP and the
Ohio Association for Higher Education
will hold a conference on collective
bargaining Nov. 12 and 13 at Akron
University.
The conference will include panel
discussions, workshops and guest
speakers who either have studied or
have been involved in collective
bargaining procedures at colleges and
universities.

In a movement away from the traditional methods of teaching the humanities, the University has established the
Cluster College to begin winter quarter
Limited to 100 undergraduates in an
equal ratio of men to women, the program already has a pre-registration list
of approximately 40 to 45 students.
Interested freshmen and sophomores
should register for the Cluster College
under Arts and Sciences 100 (Sec 09981
and juniors and seniors under Arts and
Sciences 300 (Sec 09991
In addition to providing 15 hours of
credit applicable to group requirements,
the program will include more than a
typical quarter usually has to offer
"WE ARE convinced that humanities
are an essential part to an education."
said Dr Robert Goodwin, professor of
philosophy and one of the originators ol
the Cluster College
He said he disagrees with the "cafeteria style" way that the humanities are
taught, in which a student goes through
his four years of college, randomly
sampling the humanities yet not actually
experiencing any of them.
In the Cluster College, the student will
have the opportunity to become aware
and experience the dignity and dilemma
of being a human being." he said
According to Dr. Goodwin, two aspects

of the program will be stressed: the
Cluster College as an integralive program in the humanities and the Cluster
College as a living and learning together
experience
The program will induce studentfaculty cooperation by enabling the
participants to study with seven instructors from the art. English, history,
music, philosophy and theater departments
They will all be required to reside and
have all their classes in Prout Hall,
which will be operating under a 24 hour
open house visitation policy
THE SEVEN instructors will approach
the above subjects in a unique method,
he said Instead of in-depth studies of
certain subjects, they will base their concerns on certain themes. Ranging from
Awareness to love, the themes will be
interrelated and approached from the
perspectives of the six departments
"We are convinced that students live a
schizophrenic life at school." said Dr
Richard Carpenter, professor of English
and co-originator of the program. He
said they wear two hats: one is academic
and sends them to the library and the
other is social.
Dr. Carpenter said the separation of
these two facets is unhealthy, and that

REPRESENTATIVES of the Bowling
Green chapter abstained from the vote
Saturday because the local group had not
yet met to consider the resolution.
The possibility of establishing
collective bargaining procedures on this
campus will be discussed at a local
chapter meeting tomorrow at 8 p.m. in
the Grand Ballroom. Union
Dr. Mandell said if the local chapter
votes tomorrow to engage in collective
bargaining here, it will be a much more
significant move than that taken by
either the slate or national
organizations.
According to Dr Mandell, the national
AAUP organization has endorsed the
principle of collective bargaining, and
may even present a proposal similar to
the state resolution passed this weekend
to participants in the national conference
next spring
If the local chapter does eventually
vote in favor of collective bargaining, a
petition signed by at least 30 per cent of
the employes affected by such a move
must be presented to the National Labor
Relations Board (NLRBI before it would
conduct unionization elections here.
IF THE petition requirement is met.
at least 50 per cent of the entire faculty
would have to approve the move before
collective bargaining procedures are
established here.
Last week Dr. Mandell said such a
decision would also require the approval
of the University's board of trustees and

Crack
down

An unidentified city policeman hauls away an unregistered bicycle in the trunk
of his cruiser from a parking lot off ManvWo Street. More than 6,000 bikes have
been registered with the city and the police have recently been cracking down
on the) estimated 2,000 cydbts who have net registered their bikes.

academic aspects should be integrated
into the social environment. Thus, the
coed living arrangements of the student
and the faculty becomes an essential feature in the program.
The study practices include three days
spent in small group seminars of
approximately 16 students, to discuss biweekly themes.
These dialogues will be held in a
"musical chairs arrangement." in which
the students will rotate from instructor
to instructor and subject to subject
THE REMAINING two days will be
devoted to individual or group creative
projects. These projects may include
painting, writing fiction, poetry, plays or
music, or anything within the disciplines
that the student is interested in.
Although the exact grading proceedings are not yet clear, the grading
system will be optional Students will

have the option of either S-U grades or
ordinary letter grades.
"Not only will the students have the
usual courses, but there will be lots of
other activities," Dr. Carpenter said.
Included are plays, concerts, museum
visits and movies.
"It has the possibilities of a lot of creative experiences." he said.
In this combination of the theoretical
and the practical aspects involved in the
humanities, students would receive a
better background in all the disciplines,
instead of a limited amount in one. Dr.
Goodwin said.
Other faculty members involved in the
program'areVirginia McGada, instructor
of art; Michael Moore, associate professor of history; Oliver Chamberlain,
associate professor of music; Donald
Wilson, associate professor of music, and
James Panowski. instructor of speech.

Broadcast sparks
special conference
A special meeting was called by
Provost Stanley K. Coflman yesterday
concerning events related to selfproclaimed white power advocate
Russell R Veh's radio appearance on
WBGU-FM Thursday evening.
During Veh's broadcast. Campus
Safety allegedly received a call from an
unidentified person informing them that
black students were surrounding the
station
Dr. Win Stone, assistant to the Provost
for minority affairs, said no threat was
made by the students surrounding the
building. Corp. Ray of Campus Safety,
who was at the station at the time.
confirmed that he and the students were
discussing the nature of the radio
program, and that no additional
assistance was required or had been
requested by him. However, it was
reported that Campus Safety officers did
respond to the call.
The burning of a poster on the door of a
black student's room in Rogers Hall was
also linked with Veh's appearance on the
University controlled radio station.
According to Campus Safety officials,
efforts are being made to apprehend
those responsible for the arson incident.
AT THE MEETING, Terry Gottschalk
and Mel Martin of WBGU-FM explained
that Veh's appearance was in keeping
with a sequence of programs begun last
year. The station has invited speakers
representing extremities of the
ideological spectrum to appear on shows
in which there has been telephone
debate
They added that the program was
conceived with the educational purpose
of demonstrating the nature and origin of
extremist views.

In a news release, the University
administration extended its apologies to
all offended students and staff insofar as
the events surrounding Veh's appearance
"...Incited threatening behavior and
concomitant incidents."
J.C. Scheuerman. vice president for
operations commented that in the future
when extremist speakers appear in
University -related activities that
Campus Safety will take more thorough
precautions
"This does not mean that the
University will not continue to have
extremist speakers on the campus " Dr.
Stone remarked, it's simply a matter of
better planning "

Draft expert
here tonight
Joseph S. Tuchinsky. co-author of
"Guide to the Draft" and founder of
the Midwest Committee for Draft
Counseling, will speak tonight at 8 in
the Recital Kail, School of Music
Bldg
Tuchinsky applied to his draft
board as a conscientious objector to
any military service in 1961. but was
turned down on appeal after he had
passed the age of draft eligibility.
He has served as a draft counselor
at Roosevelt University, Chicago,
and was chairman of the draft
counseling service in the Chicago
office of the American Friends
Service Committee for several
years.
Tuchinsky's program is sponsored
by the Student Body Organisation,
United Christian Fellowship and the
rnl»np»l Rrnrt Prrttfrem
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•uncle benito

grilled cheese please
cluster college

By Cledy Suopis
Editorial Editor
Dear Uncle Benito.
Would you believe that a simple
sandwich at the Union could remind me
ol those days when I was a dirty greaser
rack back in our ethnic ghetto?
It all began last week when 1 went to
the Cardinal Room to purchase a cheap
lunch "Toasted cheese please to go." I
said hungrily to the pink lady
I really wasn't paying much attention
to the way the sandwich was being made
because I was too occupied with the guy
behind me who kept testing the
doughnuts to see if they were fresh
Watching his fingers sliding through the
little cakes fascinated me. I 'is chocolate
vanilla frosted coconut powdered sugar
finger looked tasty laying there on his
tray

The student who is continually griping about the irrelevancy
and impersonal nature of required college courses and a college
education on the whole, now has a chance to make his four year
stint worth the money.
The Cluster College is a new integrated program in the
Humanities which will be offered in the winter quarter.
The College will offer almost everything students have been
battling and crying for since group requirements were first
initiated
This massive reorganization of the traditional curriculum will
include small classes, coeducational living, small discussions and
projects, films, lectures and concerts.
Close contact between faculty and students and the option of
receiving the fifteen hours of credit on an S-ll basis or ordinary
letter grades is guaranteed in the Cluster College.
The requirements to be accepted into this learning experience
are few. Freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors are eligible.
All three colleges have approved of this program and will honor
the credits towards satisfying their respective group
The only requirement for a student wanting to enroll in the
Cluster College program is the initiative and risk he takes by
being one of the first to put his fool in the door of academic
freedom on this campus
There is still lime to sign up for the Cluster College. The
program will be offered Winter quarter only and the enrollment is
limited to 100 students
The motto of the program is "The Dignity of Being Human."
Let's not abandon this dignity and our chance to receive a truly
worthwhile education

•me BG news

GREASE. THICK AND yucky grease
that kept a constant river of goo
streaming down my leg.

An Independent Student Voice
Editorial Staff

Despite the fact my clothes were
slowly soaking, the whole scene
reminded me of the boys on the old block
in the neighborhood where you raised
me.
I thought of the shiny grease on the
fellas' black hair 1 remember how it
collected on the thugs' combs that stuck
out of their back pockets.
I was also reminded of the grease from
(he hair spray that we used on our basic
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JUST LIKE OLD times Uncle A
rumble A real live rumble on the grass.
I tried to pull her over to the concrete
so it could seem more real, but she
resisted

We fought for a while and shouted
obscenities at each other Pulling hair
and poking punches amid the dripping
toasted cheese sandwich
Nobody won the fight She had enough
and then walked away toward another
tree. I looked down on the ground and
saw my toasted cheese sandwich dry as a
bone. The grease ceased to flow The
cheese intermingled with the toast and
the droppings on my slacks began to
harden
I sat there Reminiscing ol my high
school days and the boys on the corner
and the grease that was so typical on our
hair

And I wanted to stand up and shout. "I
was a greaser."
Then I just sat back down and took a
bite out of my sandwich Those West Side
Story days are gone and it was time I
returned to the task of being a collegiate
scholar
A toasted cheese sandwich from the
Union certainly is a cheap price to pay
for a few moments of nostalgia
Your loving niece

■'■*r4TA*tftrrjlmrnMiu?.
KSmjWrttlRxT-- -

NEVERTHELESS. I RECEIVED my
sandwich and trotted off to the nearest
tree to bite into my munchy
Then, all of a sudden Uncle. I noticed
the bag holding my sandwich was all
wet. I figured it may have been lying in
some water in the Union but then I
discovered a heavy odor coming from
the bag.
I began to feel the grass around me
thinking man's best friend occupied the
space prior to my arrival No sign of
doggii tinkle
Then I stroked the trunk of the tree I
was sitting against Still no clue.
I was about ready to give up when I
took the toasted cheese sandwich out of
the bag and found it dripping all over my
slacks. That was when I discovered what
was flowing from my cheap lunch.

requirements

business manager
advertising manager

bouffant hairstyles. And how the grease
collected on my Toni feather brush after
I stroked my hair with it. Ahhh. those
were the good old days Uncle.
Then I began to wring out the toasted
cheese sandwich. Unfortunately, the
grease drippings landed on the tigure
sitting against the tree next to me.
She was irate as she stood up with the
lard flowing down her face She came
near me and shouted and then it started.

ey say
Thomas Anderson, associate professor ol
geography and head of the Faculty Club
board:
"The only thing that holds the entire
faculty's interest at the same time is pay
day."

/a)/?7/ MJKB >CRSBY

'VERY WELL—LET'S GET ON WITH IT, SHALL WET'

news Leirers
sfafus Qf
According to The BG News, the
administrative secretary to the director
of the International Center said some
colleges have contacted the office for
some kind of guidelines as to how to set
up international programs in their
respective colleges.
To some people the International
Center has only moved but still exists
But 1 would like to strike on the painful
truth; the International Center is dead
and is dead forever at BGSU
The saddening thing about it all is that
nobody as yet is able to diagnose the
cause of the death. Not even the
administration.
THE INABILITY TO give a reason to
the death of a center that served to draw
people from various nations together
leaves a big hole for various suggestions
It couldn't probably be suggested that
the International Center has outlived its
usefulness It may also be hard to
suggest that the foreign students have
indulged themselves in any kind of
violent or anti-government activities
that will justify the unexplained closure
of the International Center.
It may be easy for the Administration
to see why the Center should be closed
down but it is not that easy for the
foreign students.
II looks like an extension ol last year's
conflict between the foreign students and
the placement office; it was openly

let's hear from you

'Here's to your health."

The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial. We ask. however, that
guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other
published editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more than
four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address and
phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, lot University Kail.

international center
suggested to either accept whatever
token the University considered
appropriate for them or that they leave.
It was even suggested that there is
another college somewhere in Cincinnati
that would probably benefit the foreign
students.
IT IS HOPED THAT the closure of the
International Center is not a reprisal for
the complaint filed by the foreign
students against the treatment Irom the
placement office.
Since no explanation comes from the
administration, it is hard for me and
most foreign students to reach any

agreeable conclusion why the center
should be closed down.
Anytime I think about this. I keep
remembering one of the stickers I
sometimes see on cars. "America-love
it or leave it."
■Why does the International Center
have to be hidden where it won't be
noticed? Maybe the foreign students
should be satisfied with the location; a
location that appears to me as a mockery
of the International Center.
Oladipo Fadiora
310 Anderson

supporting traditions,
sympathetic to change
This is not a direct response to the
editorial of Oct. 27 but a response to an
array of articles that have been in The
BG News since Homecoming neared
Either, greeks have let all the
comments slide by or they haven't been
given a chance to have their opinions
published. I almost hope it's the latter.
I also observed the coronation of the
BG Homecoming queen, but I was one of
the "200 sorority girls" watching from
below I did happen to look up a few
times to the second floor window and
read the sign and noted that there were
only three persons
We were approximately 300 strong for
the coronation and your expressions ol
political concern could only be aided by
three people? True, in most opinions,
what the three people stood lor was far
more important than the ceremony but
was this the time and place for political
expression?
I do hope that there are more than
three people here in BG that care about
what our government does; but the way
it appears on campus, there aren't many
more.

coronation of a Homecoming queen that
we are apathetic, plastic, "dodoes".
You refer to us as "brothers and
sisters" and then we are attacked with
hatred for our so-called "Image". The
only image that remains is the image
that you have created in your minds.
Have you sat down and rapped with us
(you probably have but didn't realize
some of us were sorority chicks i and
found out some ol the functions and
contributions other than social that we
accomplish during the year. Most of you
view us from the surface and stereotype
us right away.
Well, don't stereotype me!!! I am an
individual and yes. I am in a sorority. I
dress the way I feel comfortable, which
is usually grubby clothes (just like your
so-called "Image"! and if I feel like
dressing up some days I do.
I am not out to portray an IMAGE to
people, but to be myself and have others
accept me as a PERSON, not as a
certain sorority girl and not as a
"woman".
In conclusion, don't categorize us
because we still support certain
traditions, because this doesn't mean we
WHEN THIS FALL has there been any are apathetic to change and our world
real political movement on campus? The situation.
only thing that made it big was three
Beth Wiegand
"fingers" in the air who obviously
Alpha XI Delta
•"»""-' '»»• »*»••"«• we atlemteri the
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G o/n $ / billion settlement

Credit changes
for art courses

Alaskans winclaim
WASHINGTON
.APi-The
Senate passed yesterday a bill
to pay fl billion (o Alaska
natives in settlement of their
ownership claims to most of
the vast land mass which the
United States bought for $7 2
million a century ago
Sponsors of the bill, which
sailed through the Senate 76 to
S. said the $1 billion plus an
accompanying
land
grant
would be a just settlement of
aboriginal claims which have
been recognized since the
territory was purchased from
Russia in 1867

The

bill

calls

for

1500

'Fantasticks
all sold out
The University Theatre production of The Fantasticks
scheduled for tomorrow
through Friday, has been
completely sold out for all
performances.

million in federal funds. $500
million in mineral production
royalties from Alaska public
lands and alternate land grant
proposals
THE
NATIVES - 55.000
Eskimos. Aleuts and Indianswould be given the option of
voting on whether to accept
either 40 million acres near
their villages, plus mineral
rights, or title to 30 million
acres and the right to use an
additional 20 million acres
Little opposition was voiced
in debate on the Senate bill,
which will be sent to a conference with the House The
conferees will seek to resolve
differences between the
Senate and House versions
The House bill would provide $425 million from the
federal treasury. $500 million
in mineral royalties which
otherwise would go to the
state and 40 million acres of
land
THE SENATE rejected by
voice vote an amendment

which would have retained for
the federal government all
mineral right in the Navy
Petroleum Reserve. The bill
would give the few native
villages within the reserve full
ownership of lands they
occupy, including subsurface
minerals
The Senate bill would form
native corpora'ions and commissions to handle mineral
royalty funds and appropriations to be made over a 12year period
Natives would receive per
capita payments and stock in
the corporations, which would
use the money for their benefit in such projects as hospital
health faculty and school construction and education loans
and grants
Native organizations also
would make land selections
for the villages under the bill
The measure is more liberal
than one passed by the Senate
last year The earlier bill,
which did not reach the House
floor, would have given the
natives about 10 million acres.

■y daylight, a storage shad overlooking a river...By dusk,
beouty and serenity light and shadows combine to form a
portrait of Iranquility

Dusk

Eco program continued
An introductory ecology
program, similar to one
offered last spring, will be
offered again next quarter
The program consists of a
philosophy course, a political
science course and a biology
course.
The program will approach

the questions surrounding
pollution from three separate
viewpoints
The common
issue of ecology will give
students a chance to gain a
better understanding of each
course and see how the problems are related, according to
Dr. Lou Katzner. assistant
professor of philosophy
Dr
Katzner will teach
Philosophy 202. F.lhics, which
will attempt to make value
judgments igood or bad. right
or wrong i on the issues that
surround and underlie the
ecology program
Dr.
Dennis Anderson.

Chen offers
Asia course
Asian Civilization-History
280 will be offered winter
quarter in an effort to
adequately
present
Asian
history, according to Dr.
Edward Chen, associate professor of history.
Dr. Chen said Asia is not
^e^ra^^r»iewn) ley ^•■KY leeMsref
Linus, Charlie Brown, Snoopy and the rest of the "Peanuts" gang were covered as well as it should be
portrayed in the two-week-end production "You're a Good Man Charlie under the present structure of
the 151, 152, 153 History
Brown" sponsored by the Bowling Groan Singers
series. IV explained that all
other Asian courses are 400level courses which lend In
discourage students who want
a basic understanding, but do
not wish to specialize in this
originally sided with the
-Independent Taiwan must decision meant "the beginning area
United States and later not be controlled by a of the end
for
the
The course, taught by Dr.
changed their vote in the final government hostile to Peking
Nationalists."
Chen, will consist of 12 lectally did so because "they did
-No
foreign
bases
should
Concerning the future of the tures, six discussion sections
not believe the U.S. was
United Nations by this and four film showings
serious in saving the Chinese occupy Taiwan soil.
--There must be a clear decision. Dr. Chen said the Lectures will cover Tradiseat." he said.
voice among the native "UN. has fulfilled the tional Cultures. Impact of the
According to Dr Chen,
populations that they do not principle of universality...and West and Asia Today.
there are two possibilities for desire to be a part of China.
The four-hour class will
the US will gain much more
the future of Taiwan.
from the UN. in the future meet 10 am.-noon on Monday
DR. CHEN said the Taiwan than it has in the past."
"It can become a power of
and Thursday.
China or it can remain as a
seperate state independent of
China." he said.

'Peanuts' gang

WSA hosts China talk
Dr
Edward T
Chen,
associate professor of history,
said the recent United Nations
decision to aocept Peking and
expel Taiwan from the UN. is
"not an expulsion of a
country, but a government "
Speaking at a Chinese
dinner sponsored by the World
Students Association <WSA '.
Dr. Chen said the United
States tried to create two
Chinas and that the U.S.'s
original proposal to keep
Taiwan in the UN
was
"inconsistent
"What was really at issue in
Dr. Chen said since he does
the IN. was a question of not think Peking has the
Chinese representation." said military power to take over
Dr Chen
Taiwan, he believes there is a
chance
the
Peking
HE POINTED out that most government will accept the
of the decisive votes were cast government of Taiwan, but
by the countries in Western only under the following
Europe The countries that conditions
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5201 MONROE/TOLEDO
OPEN NOON TO 9:30 M0N. THRU SAT.

Special Philosophy Course Offerings

The Philosophy Department is offering several courses for fhe Winter
Quarter that are not adequately described in the Catalogue. These
courses are listed below. Further information about these and other
courses is posted on the Philosophy Department bulletin board.
Philosophy 100

3515
3516

behind Moseley Hall
Dec. 11
noon-4:30 pm.

THE FRESHMAN
RECORD IS IN!
Pick it up at the Key Office.
3 JO Student Services Bldg.
10 A.M.-4 P.M.

be

tC

"The major thing is that the
students will get to know each
other well," he added

1QK>'3 DAY

Tfiu*

AudVKono will be. HtU
rAou., Nov. I. •-!•'.#.
L

intV^UADorK."..

"The students in the program
last spring thought it was
great." Katzner said."They
saw connections between the
departments and they liked
the idea of having the same
students in each class."

Music should be free.
Or as free as possible.
i ;.'./.%»
•AfpS
V-

S

Experiments in Philosophy

Silence end Logic
Silence end Logic

9-11 W F Deye
7 P.M. R Deye

A course which seeks to exemplify philosophical method by focusing attention upon the
problems of the legitimatization of religious values, the concept of evidence and the uses
of logic within a cross-cultural philosophical context (European and Indian-Chinese
Buddhist).

3518

Freedom and Anarchy

12

MTWR

Marshall

Philosophy and Ecology

2-4 MW

Kotzner

An exomination of some of the problems of value that underly the environmental crisis.
This course must bo taken along with Political Science 101, section 3632 and Biology
101, section 11 SB, which also deal with the problem of ecology.

Philosophy 440

Seminat in Philosophy

Prerequisite: one course in philosophy, excluding 205. or consent of instructor.

3556 Marcel

TR

1-3

Speder

A detailed study of the key works of one of the major "religious" existentialist thinkers,
Gabriel Marcel.

3557

M»hM"
M»hh4*

Save the News

These courses are generally experimental in nature and are open only to freshman and
sophomores.

3517

M*h>H"

THE
BIOLOGICAL
approach to pollution will be
handled by Dr
CarltOn
Rocket!. assistant professor
of biology Dr. Rocket! will
approach pollution "for what
it is."
Each instructor will "do his
own thing." Dr. Katzner said
"But what you are doing in
any one of these classes will
help you in the others." he
said
Each student interested in
the program is required to
take all three courses, he said.
"If this turns out to be
popular, it may set a trend."
Dr. Katzner said referring to
this method of teaching introductory courses.
One of the most important
aspects is that only 30
students will be allowed in the
program and that all three
classes will have the same 30
students in them. Jones said

student has to do and the time
he has available."
Under this program, the
number of hours in art
required in the Bachelor of
Fine Arts and Art Education
programs will not increase, he
said In the Bachelor of Arts
program, one credit hour will
be added in the major and
three credit hours added in the
minor
"Most student welcome this
new program because it will
lessen the load for them." he
said "Also, this will offer
non-majors a better chance of
enrolling in art courses "
Dr Running said the new
program means material cut
from the courses when the
University changed to the
quarter system will be reintegrated into the subject
matter

Winter Quarter

An analysis of the concepts of freedom, anarchy, community, social responsibility, censorship, etc. en they arise in Plato's Republic and in other works dealing with "the open
society and its enemies."

M"hM»

assistant professor of political
science and Terry Jones
instructor in political science,
will consider Ihe pollution
policies of the IIS. govern
menl in Political Science 202.
American Government.

Effective spring quarter, all
but two undergraduate art
courses will increase in
academic credit from three to
four hours, according to Dr
Paul Running, professor of
art
Dr Running said the proposal was passed by
Academic Council last month
The change in credit hours
will allow art majors to concentrate their study on fewer
courses, he said On the average, he said, art majors take
three art courses per quarter
Under the new program a
major will average two art
courses per quarter
"I feel students have been
horribly pushed under Ihe
quarter system." Dr Running
said The increase in credit
hours will create a better relationship between what the

Philosophy of Space and Time

7 P.M. M

Bridie

A semi-historkol treatment of some philosophical issues related to space and time. Topics include the nature of time, the dimensionality of space, Zone's paradoxes, and the
impact of modern relativity theory. No extensive preparation in science or math Is presupposed.

Once a song becomes
popular it belongs to the
whole world.
You hum it. Whistle it.
Try to pick it out on your
guitar.
Well now there's never
been an easier way to buy
the words and music to
current hits, because now
there's a magazine called
Words and Music.
It only costs $1. And for
your dollar every issue gives
you the words and music
of 8 to 10 top current songs.
For instance, our first
issue which is on sale now,
gives you the words and
music to top hits by The
Doors, The Bee Gees, 3 Dog
Night, Isley Brothers, Helen
Reddy, Bill Withers. Paul

Stookey, John Denver, Carole
King and Leon Russell.
And along with the
music are articles and new
photographs ot the stars
behind the songs.
Look for Words and
Music wherever magazines
are sold.
You've got the talent.
Now all you need is a dollar.

Words and Music published by Hampshire Distributors ltd, WJS I m'd Avenue, Neo York. NY 10022
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
<opt

ACROSS

VLflH
The Placemen! Office has
announced that (he following
interviewers
will
be on
campus the week of Nov. IS.
Appointments for interviews
can now be made in the Office
of Career
Planning
and
Placement
Services,
third
floor of the Studrnl Services
BldK

BUSINESS
NOVEMBER IS
Peat
Marwick-Slaff
Accountants
Kenneth Levenlhal & Co
Accountants
Ashland
Chemical-t'hem

Sales. Petro
Auditors

Sales. Acctf

NOVEMBER U
F.W. Woolworth Co-Mgmt.
Trainees
Aetna Life Ins-Sale Mgmt..

Equitable of Iowa-Sales

Mgm,

NOVEMBER 17
Lincoln
National

Meaden 4 Moore-No report
,
Xerox Corp-Sales Rep.

Life-No

Adm. Analytical
report yet
Employers Comm Union Ins Lincoln
National
Life-No B.F. Goodrich Co-Bus Ad.. UnderwriterTrnes
report yet
Finance.
Auditing.
Mktg..
Burroughs Corp -No report Sales
yet
Wheeling
Corrugating-No
Marathon
Salesman

Oil

Co-Assoc.

report yet
NOVEMBER 18
New York Life-Sales & Sales prjce-Waterhouse-Staff

Ts stahdinn fn Ifne
loait I no -foha rv\«5a( a<?tt
"to boa cirao?

o

FREE
COKES
TONIGHT

1

\TON?TStChitUon Heiion-Tht Onuga Man 7:15^31?

PRGLlfil%5-35Q^7/.

—STARTS WEDNESDAYFEATURES— 7:20, 9:30

CLINT EASTWOOD

PLAY MISTY FOR ME"
...an Invitation to terror...
ENDS
TONITE

Doimi Mrlls

R'

One was thin,
fair and cleancut.
One was tall,
dark and freaky.
Both were
sensational.

- ==a

RELATIONS'—7:30. 9:30
— STARTS WEDNESDAY —
FEATURES —7:15, 9:30

WHAT MYSTERIOUS FORCES WORKED TO
RIP THEM APART? «.

Dallon Trumbo's

Slamng
TIMOTHY BOTTOMS
MTHY FIELDS
MARSHA HUNT
JASON ROBAROS
DONALD SUTHERLAND
DIANE VARSI

Johnny *»
GotT{is Gun®
^» ho-ilMI^H<Mt«M**ii»IM*i«Mt'
III mobuM-m JtMMt UtUSSPMMNIS A(«||M«ltfM)NUii\tHN]SM|i.|AM

(GP --.-=..»

Forest

Hills

Schls.,

O.

Evening only-No report yet
Fort Clinton Bd of Ed.. (i All

NOVEMBER 1»
City National Bank of DetroitMgmt Trng
National Bank of DetroitBranch Mgmt . Comm. Loan
Analyst
Comptrollership

Middletown Bd. of Ed.. O.-No
report yet

NOVEMBER II
Forest Hills Schls. O.-No
report yet
Cleveland Pb Schls. O.-EI.
Ed .4 Sec

NOVEMBER 17
Cleveland
Pb. Schls.. OEvening Also-El. Ed.. & Sec
Napoleon City Schls . O.-No
report yet

the flag.
57 Former Russian
1 . N. delegate.
59 Yo Semite and
others.
63 One: Dial.
64 Dance.
65 Well-known
choreographer.
67 Town In Utah.
68 Forms into
particles.
69 Oriental
garment.
TO Artful planner.
DOWN
1 River of Burns
poem.
2 Spanish dancer.
3 "Beau
."
1 Soak as flax.
5 City on the
Rio Grande.'
2 word*.
6 Evening: Fr.
7 Hall in a Spanish house.
8 Fragranre,
9 Pass on, as
gossip.

10 Senior.: Abbr.
11 Bitter.
12 Inn where Mr.
Pickwick met
35 Down:
2 words.
13 Preakness, for

14
21
23
25
27
28

example.
Belgian river.
Irish county.
Andes animal.
Diva Tebaldi.
Baby'a place.
Young animal.

29 Group of officers.
31 Esaayist's pen
name.
32
Point.
53 Archaic
interjection.
34 Enticement.
35 Mr. Pickwick's
factotum:
2 words.
38 Dutch painter
11 Nothing.
II Notch in a
bow: Archery.
49 Leave.
50 Triceps, for
instanre.
52 Florida resort.
54 Where Port-auPrince Is.
55 Queen — lace.
56 Tinsmith's anvil.
57 Reciprocals of
ohms.
58 Aroma.
60 Winged.
61 Genus of frogs.
62 Novelist
Hamsun.
65 Bags: Abbr.
66 Crone.

NOVEMBER II
Mercer Co. Schls . O.K-«, Sp
Ed.. EMR, Comp Bus Ed.
Willoughby-Eastlake
Schls..
O -All Areas except Eng &
SocSt.

COLLEGES «

de \ \ oe rect -to uo u. ?
.. in owm MHW «*> HOST eowmuM
co-art or ununr TUHH—im

Mentor Bd of Ed. O Evening
also-No report yet

Areas

Accountant
John l.'ancock-No report yet
J.C.
Penney
Co.-Mgmt.
Tranes.
Ohio National Life Ins.-No
report yet

NOVEMBER IS
Chemical Abstracts ServiceEditors. Programmers
U.S. Navy-Officer Programs
Thundervird Brad Schl of
International
ManagementGrad Schl

Thursday night it
BGSU & BGSH Nit* - ID.
N«c. Including All Area
Student v - $1.00

with Jt.wc. Wallet

3

NOVEMBER IS

t Carp.

NOVEMBER 18
COLLEGES AND AGENCIES Cleveland Pb
Schls. O.
Evening Also-El Kil S Sec

with any PIZZA order
from

DOMINO'S
352-5221

SCHOOLS

1 Starters of
quarreW.
11 Aakew.
15 Sponger.
16 Artist Addama.
17 Certain aviators:
2 words.
18 Staple food.
19 October: Abbr.
20 Australian bird.
21 Carpenter's joint.
22 Christmas carols.
24 Sultan's decree.
26 Name assumed
by Robin Hood.
30 Chop.
33 Wanner role.
36 In slower musical tempo: Abbr.
37 Cash register
category:
2 words.
39 Pacific Island.
10 Important
Turkish city.
I-' Speaker of
baseball fame.
13 Camille's M.
Duval.
45 Healthy.
46 State: Fr.
(7 Moisture.
48 Former
sweetheart:
2 words.
51 Man at the mike.
53 Act to salute

"I Gen'I Fei

NOVEMBER It
UNIVERSITIES
U.S. Navy-Officer Programs
Indiana i , Grad. Schl. of
Bus -Grad Schl in Bus
The following it a list of
Bureau of Indian Affairs K
colleges and universities that
Ed , K-6. Guid Counselor
will
have
recruiters
on
Veterans
Adm.
K'ospitalcampus. 1971-72.
Acctg . I'ers Mgl.. Clinical
&'or Courts
Psych . Manual Arts Ther,
lnd Ther, Data Proc
&
University.
Grad
Comp. Prog, Social Work Indiana
Schl. of Bus-November 16
Assoc
Kent State University. Grad
Program in Bus-November 2
Ohio State University. Grad
Schl of Bus -November S
NOVEMBER 17
Syracuse University. College
US Navy-Officer Programs
of Bus. Adm.-December 2
Thunderbird Grad Schl of
International
ManagementNovember 15
NOVEMBER 19
Ohio Bureau of Employment Ohio Northern. College of
Services-Employ
Services Law-November 4
Ferris Slate College-March 2
Counselors
3.1972
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I niverMh K.it.iii-1 luti Kumni Kiadnit Xen'tre*Btd|
Mpm
Krw I open i>> Ihr puhlu new mtmbtri
Wclfolll.
Fakva FlaahbM'fc 7 :t»p"i I Nutwood Suiic Union
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Doak Walker ripped
apart college gridirons
Hn the late 1940s.
Lew Alcindor wc
ie same kind of
menace on the
courts in the late 1960's.l
"The Doaker'dnd"Bi(l
Lew." Both appointed
this month, to Sport's All'
Immortality team of the las!
years.
Just part of the great moments
and the great memories that
began before you were born.
All featured in our November
Silver Anniversary issue.
Plus Eugene McCarthy
recalling his days in bush
league baseball.
Sport Magazine for November.
It's starting a small sensation •
at your newsstand, right now.

|L,||p DHO R A BHS
M.',t|L.*.ki|'

II i. vl Kill.- i luh ; li pin Killi' Kaniir I'avrs I'lll
\i" :.\ i RlfleClabOvea I'wse
IU.M Sp.ui>i .inlub Tpni III Ed

IU.IK

k Market Club 7 311 pm Wavnc Room, t'nion A
broker Irom i lark DIHIKC 4. Co trill speak on starting an
inve.i
SI.M

LOST

Co Will keep your idenlily
secret

Sigma Chi class ring
REWARDroaun » E 1. 352- SPECIAL' I lb dry cleaning
5592
S3 50 STADIUM PLAZA
Laundromat <2 doors from
RIDES
I.urns.
Need ride lo Daylon ucinu
will help pay Pam I-457J

COMING SOON' LASALLES
COLLEGE NIGIT WATCH
FOR DETAILS

3 adventurous women need
ride lo O II Kn Nov 5 Call Complete
candle-making
Marv 371-3129
supplies and molds Modeler s
Mecca-1 HE Court St
PERSONALS
BGSU Rifle Club Open
Typist
Experienced
House All interested men i
Dissertations.
thesis, women welcome 7-9 pm Tues
anvlhing Phone Perrvsburg «. Wed Nov 2*3 Rifle Range
S74-3255
under Hayes Hall
EXPRESS YOURSELF use a
guitar-lessons 2-IS92
To the thiel that stole my
Spanish textbook in Ihe men's
room. Memorial Hall May
you never go lo hell, but
always be on your way there
Ernie

I'M.I I M s NEW HOURS 5
until > Sun thru Thurs 5 until 3
Fn li Sat Pagliai's 1004 S
Mam 352-7571
ANYTIME. ANYWHERE
HOLIDAY TRAVEL 140 N
Main 352-6567

1938 III.I-MI.'I.III
|00d
rundiluin 12501 all 3S2-7K30

option
Kin.nK i.il Aid Call Love iii Naaej
353 6912

MOONEV 3 70-71

li I No<

LOOK' I I.AKi.K 12 lb wa»h 25 X<\ .( II ■ ..Mil' l.iml.i
cwitl <l STADIUM PLAZA
Laundromat i2 d«Kirs Irom CWsflBlallUail Gltl and
Joyct *>n yoar IH'II pinning
Lvnul
TbtDtMi
BKYOND THE ORIMNAHY
custom WFddlnn rings Ptfll.lt'
FOR SALE OR RENT
MORTON CONTEMPORARY
112 W Wooster SSS-9932 open Pall length cape coat Seal
lur"1 Perlect lor voung IIKK!
H
110 phone 686 3441
Congrats Tammy and Denny
on your Alpha Phi l BG» Sigma Meal coupons ■ any amount'
Nu i Miami I lavellering
Above $10. 50 . discount Call
372 1716 aller 5pm 352-IT,:
1-ove. your little
Thanks to the Alpha Xl'l lor a GREAT BUY!
130 wall
ghoulish night o( lun at our Motorola AM-KM stereo
receiver
&
speakers
1225
Haunted House The Brothers
Still under warranlv
Cost
of Sigma Phi Kpsil.in
SJ2S Call 352-6403
Homosexual is an adjective
not a noun' People interested Used 26 girls bike cheap'
in talking to like-minded J53-9563
persons call 352 4752 on Tues.
Wed. or Thurs evening FOOD
COUPONS
at
DISCOUNT call 372 4170
between 7 and 9
Carol and Karen Congrats on
Pommereltes. 5th lloor raves
on Mandy and Betsey
Sisters of Alpha Xi We love
our quills and the bond we
share with all of you We truly
are the LUCKY IS' Xikjve
your new actives'
COMING THIS WEEKLASALLES
COLLEGE
NIGHT-WATCH
FOR
DETAILS
Congrats new Phi Tau activeScoll Melton
Spooky l>
Thanks lor the
Belwitching" breakfast'
Your Gamma Phi Sisters
Squeeg-Congrats XI Active
AFA-Cartie

PPIS say Congrats lo
TAMMY and DENNY oil Iheir
DROP OUT Winter Quarter SIGMA NU-ALPHA PHI
will the prolessor who worked DROP IN to study Personal Lavaltenng MIAMI S toss is
at' Inner-Lake Iron please and Social Values that BG'sgain
contact Vickie 354 4962 alter • concern you
16 hour
pm
Am doing a pollution independent study and "Fang"-chop II up and
project on. Inner-Lake Steel seminar combination Live-in celebrate your birthdav' Phi

w. Muslang «-onvl call
1*14.121
1 lem nri'drd fur Winter or
Winter & Spring 4 man jpl
WinlhropS 352-7765
I K
roommate needed
Winlhrop S Nov rent li.i
call Diane 352 5054 al ler 5 pm
i;RKK\VIKW I 4 2brmlurn
It unlurn Call between 2-6 pm
Mon-Sal 352 1195
M-rmale for now lo share a 2
or 4 man apt
Call JEFF
between 4-6 pm on wk days or
anytime weekend A Ml ST!
352-7101
F rmte needed wntr qtr
372-0177 aller 5

Dec grad needs F rmte in
Miami. Fla area Sandy 352
•110
Female r-male needed lor
Minalta Sri 101 with '. 2 lense Winter Quarter Call 352 6394
Vlvitar 300mm lense Auccra
3 or 4 FEMALES NEEDED
flsheye lense call 372 4112
FOR SPRING QTR 352-6395
MEAL COUPON BOOK $20
I to 3 lemale roommates
call Leslie 3721314
needed now through spring
'67 Camaro. lullv powered Rent paid through December
Call 352-6221
(actorv-Air Al condition
Call 352 7300 alter 5 pm
Need Male rmate lor 2 man
65 MGB new paint runs good apt Call 352-0015 3-5 pm
phone 354-5832

For Rent 2 hdrm house, lum

1970 TR-6
Excellent $175 mo 352-6J24or352-53»I
condition Call collect 1-447Need male grad or Sr lo
share house
Own (urn
'69
Cortina-excellent bedroom 669 2494
condition-low mileage 3532-man modern furn eff apl
66(5 2-2294
Available Nov I phone 354For Sale 65 Dodge 4-speed 1731 aller 4 JO
3(3 $550 or best oiler call 352
Fura Elf $70 mo 344 2169 5
7161
BIN
ex Jen^ng"^- Call WNTHROP
JS27JJI
offering us Winler Quarter
CIOMOUU on apt rentals
Blue 1970 MGB conv 20DOO PI"* *»-»'» •« «*>
mi exc rood details call 3S3- Ofltce
400 N.noleon Rd
3471 alter 1pm
Model Ap.t
Open M

brlntfn* you. and your tallKr. Into the action.

Classifieds get results

The »G New., Tuesday . Nevemfce. 2, l*71/f«t»'

Course corrections
Section No.

Should Be

Lilted As

Art
1050 Art 104
1085 Art 206
1083 Art ?63
1085 Art 263
1093 Art 322
1094 Art 421

10M. 11 M 10-12 RK
deleted
deleted
10R.8-10T. 8-11 W
1T.2-4T. 1-4 R

10 M. 11 M. 10-11 RF

1095 Art 521
1096 Art 343
1109 Art 371
1111 Art 373
1111 Art 471

3T
IR
10R
7p.m M.8-10p m M
2-4 T. 1-4 R. 8-10 pm M
7-10pm W
7p m. M Hid p ii i M
6pm T. 7-9 pm T
12 T. 1TWF

6pm T. 7-9 p.m. T. 6-9 pin R
12T. IT. 12-2WK
deleted
1T.2T. 1-3WK
8M.9M.810WR
12TWK
Med Art History

Art 373

1124 Arl 447
1125 Arl 547

added
added

ITWF
Early Christ-Byz Arl

Biology
1206 Biol 322

8M.9M.8-10WK

8M.8-10WF

Computer Science
IM7CPSUB
I4MCPS4BI

8MWK.8TR
2MTRK

8 MWF
1MTRF

Kdiu.it urn
1586 Kduc
1625 Educ
1647 Kduc
1655 Kduc
1662 Kduc

PEMajonlv
9 M. 10-12 R
6-10 pm W
9-12 S
Educ 524

1 MR. 1-3 W
9 M. 10-12
6-9pm W
6-12S

10 MTWR
9MTWR
3 MTWR
4 MTWR
1 MTWR
10 MTWR
3 MTWRK
1MTWR
1MTWR
deleted
7-10 p.m. T
18th Cent Prose
Eliot ATrollope
deleted
Post Realist Fiction

7-9 p m TR
4 MTWR
1 MTWR
1 MTWR
6-8pm TR
11 MTWR
1 MTWR
11MTWR
6pm MTWR
1 MTWR
7-10pm. M
Swift 4 Pope
Major Victorians
Nobokov
Sem Compare, Lit
l.il forini- t'ov

402
412
453
505
525

1836 Kng 203
1837 Kng 203
1839 Kng 203
1842 Kng 203
1894 Kng 304
1939 Kng 400
1942 Kng 401
1947 Kng 420
1956 Kng 508
1980 Kng 641
1981 Kng 660
1982 Kng 670
1985 Kng 745
1986 Kng 760

New Gothic

Pome Economics
2718 Conic Kc 405

MM Borne Ec 38

3TWHK
2TR, 1-3 K
6-9 p.m. M

2TWHK
Added

2705 Home Ec 311

2W

added

11 W. 10 P. 8-11 W.8-10K
1MW.2-5M.2-4W

11 W. 10 P. 2-5 M. 2-4 W
added

8-10 MW

1-3 TR

9MWHK

added

1 MTWF

12 MTWF

0990 Home Kc 406

Ind Education & Tech
2774 IK &T 458
0987 IK 4T 460
Journalism
2804Journ 104

3W

Women's applications
deferred after Nov. 10
Applications
from
prospective women students
seeking enrollment at the
University as freshmen during
the 1972-73 academic year will
be deferred after Nov. 10.
According to John Martin,
director of admissions. 12.000
applications have been mailed
to interested students and by
Nov. 10 he expects to receive
more than 3.500 applications
from women. Half of the
University's freshman class
of 3.200 next fall will be
women
The
admissions
office

HIGHEST QUALITY LOWEST PRICE

THE ORDINANCE permit!
any police office or dog warden to pick up and impound
dogs. If owners cannot be
located, the police or dog
warden may "make such
disposition
as
seems

necessary
Dogs picked up on campus
will be taken to the Wood
County Dog Pound at the Old
County Home on County I'ome
Road
Scheuerman
said he is
taking this action because he
has received a number of
complaints about the "dog
packs" running loose on campus
Complaints have come from
personnel at Ihe University
Union and members of the
grounds
and
maintenance
crews
He said his instructions will
go into effect within a few
days

SERVICE STATION
0PEN24HRS.
LEHMAN & S. MAIN

mentalisls say will prove the
explosion can trigger earthquakes or tidal waves, release
radioactive waste into the air.
or injure wild-life.
The appeals court also told
I'.n i to turn over to the environmentalists all of the documents from four government
agencies which showed any
potential
environmental
damage I'arl said he did so
reluctantly and added "When
I got through reading all this
material on atomic explosions. I couldn't help feeling it
was a tempest in a teapot "

HART ORDERED some of

FIRST PLACE

COKE $1.99 CASE
CIGARETTES

reasons
He also said the
conservationists
failed
to
show that the environment
would be damaged.

DAVID KITZLER
&
PATRICIA 0D0NNELL

THIRD PLACE

JOHN SCHR0EDER
&
BRAD SCHMALTZ

TODAYS
SPECIAL

All interested persons we/come

Mr.
Mushroom
Sez:

Hart, who earlier had dismissed the environmentalist
case
without
a
formal
hearing, said he turned down
their second attempt to obtain
a
preliminary
injunction
because
the
explosion
is
needed for national security

TOM FIRESTONE
&
DAVE HUGHES

SECOND PLACE

r*******»f»t*ft*tt*t»ftttt+*t*»**—*f**t*»+**t****»

LITTLE SIS RUSH
Tuesday, Nov. 2, 1971
7:30 - 9:00 P.M.

the documents turned over to
the
conservationsisis
and
others kept secret because the
said they fell within the legal
doctrine known as executive
privilege.

UAO HELD A EUCHRE
TOURNAMENT
THURS.,
OCT. 28 AND WE WOULD
LIKE TO ANNOUNCE THE
FOLLOWING WINNERS:

OPEN HOUSE
BGSU Rifle Club

FREE-FREE-FREE
FREE

SHAKES
25c
Regular price - 40c
NOW - EXPANDED PARKING
IN REAR!

Dairy
Queen frjt

Stop in often and
watch us grow.

*—

![> 10:30 A.M.- 11:30 P.M.

I/I,I

-fa?H

Daily

434 E. Wooster

0Mme(^xkkm

2 pr. of $1 earrings
everytime

You buy 2 pairs
at $1.00 each
904 E. Wooster (next to T.O.'s)
DAILY 9 to 7; SAT. 10 to 5; SUN. 1 to 6

N

O

Stop and see

Turnpike Travelers
Bowling Green, O.
352-9355

THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE!

RED CROSS

BLOOD BANK

STUDENT MEDICAL CENTER
WED. NOV. 3
THUR.NOV.4
'

Dogs, beware!
J Claude Scheuerman. vice
president for operations, has
ordered Campus Safety to
impound all dogs running
loose on campus
Scheuerman said his order
is in accordance with a city
ordinance, sections 511.02-0.1.
which state that "no person
having charge, of any dog.
licensed or unlicensed shall
permit it to run at large "

Mushroom.
X

Make your senior picture
appointment 372-2656
or come in to see us at
The Key office 310 S.S. Bldg.

222 N. MAIN SI
352-6905

U.S. District Court Judge
George L Hart Jr ruled that
seven organizations headed by
the Committee for Nuclear
Responsibility failed to prove
that the government did not
adequately consider potential
environmental dangers of the

Tfit JhrpU

enrollment in a collegiate program beginning next June,
and if successful, continuing
in the spring quarter. March

The Not So Expensive
NEW CAR

V
E

THE
APPEALS
court
already has turned down one
request
for
a
temporary
injunction against the blastreportedly set
to go off
Thursday with the equivalent
force of five million Ions of
TNT
But that ruling occurred
before I'arl was ordered by
the appeals court to study
secret documents the environ-
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underground
nuclear
explosion set to go off within
days on a remote Alaskan
island

LOUIES

suggested three alternatives
to
women
applying for
admission after Nov. 10:

1973; enrollment at one of the
University's academic centers or Firelands Campus; or
a
collegiate
program
beginning the spring quarter.
March 1973 without summer
quarter attendance.
The University
will continue to accept applications
from
prospective
male
students.

blast on Amchitka Island
The conservationists said
they
would
appeal
immediately to the US Court
of Appeals in Washington
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WASHINGTON
1AP1-A
federal judge turned aside
for the second time yesterday
attempts
by
environmentalists to hall a giant

Rifle Range - Hayes Hall
7-9 P.M.
NOV. 2 and 3

Physics

0991 Phys K100

Nuclear blast still on

Dogs, beware!

English
1749 Kng 111
!HliKng202

Suit dismissed again

CALL 372-2343 ANYTIME TODAY OR
TOMORROW FOR AN APPOINTMENT
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE THIS' WEEK

Congratulations To
The New Alpha
Xi Delta Actives!
Paula Bokesch
Kathy Cosgrove
Heather Elshire
Jane Geuder
Sandy Graham
Pam McDonald
Sue Raeon
Debbie Richards
Karen Roth
Barb Whitt
Anne Zauner

Jasmine Ensemble

For our
one exquisite love
we chose one enduring style.
The Jasmine Ensemble.
Two special rings
<a swirled engagement
and wedding ring set .
And two more tor every day:
Carved wide bands
<one his, one mine ■.
Jasmine Irom Orange Blossom.
We chose togetherness.
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Harriers; best in the US?
Brodt's been admittedly
Chris Doyle and Rick
concerned about the Falcons
Schnittker followed him in to
becoming lackadaisical with
apply the final touches to
the schedule they have faced
The sign at Eastern Eastern's worst lacing of the
since the Notre Dame
Michigan said "See Bowling year.
Invitational
championship
Green, best in the Midwest,
earlier this season.
"We did better than I thought
possibly in the U.S.A."
However, Ferstle doesn't
And if seeing was believing, we would, or they had a poor
believe the Falcons are
the Baton could tell you that day." summarized coach Mel
overconfident when they run.
the Falcon cross country team Brodt.
ranks with the nation's best
After a 15-48 wipeout
Saturday, that is.
The Falcons displayed nearperfecl group running as they
The Athletic Department announces the following
hurdled their last opponent
student ticket policy for the 1971-72 hockey games.
Student tickets may be purchased in advance on the
before
the
MAC
championships and ended
week of any game priced at 50 cents each. Student tickets
Running hard n this group of Bowling Green cross country
offer bench seat general admission in the Ice Arena's east
their dual meet season with a
9-1 record.
and west stands. Tickets for the adult general public are
mrmbin including Dave Wottle, Jim Ferstle, Rich Brooio,
S, v
also available, priced at $1.50.
Well GUVS
* * Danforth and Tracy Elliott. Wottlo, Fertile, Danforth ,
FIVE FALCONS finished in
A total of 2.500 student tickets will be available for each
Elliott and Bob McOmbor tied for first in last weekends moot
a tie for first as BG won by its
game
Sellout crowds are expected throughout the
at Eastern Michigan.
third greatest margin of the
season, and students are urged to purchase tickets in
season, just two points from a
advance Any student tickets not sold in advance will be
shutout
sold at the gate game night
"I think we're near our
HOWEVER, the sale of tickets al the gate on game
peak," said Jim Ferstle.
night can't be guaranteed.
Tickets may be purchased in Memorial Hall Ticket
Ferstle, Dave Wottle, Tracy
office or at the Ice Arena Skate Shop Both ticket outlets
Elliott, Steve Danforth. and
are open weekdays from 8 a.m. until noon and 1 p.m. to 5
THE
HIGHLY-TOUTED
However, Marshall stopped
Any hopes the Bowling
Bob McOmber al! crossed the
p.m Tickets for this weekend's Ryerson series are now
Green Falcons had (or a post- BG running attack was Miles on a fourth and one
finish line in 25:14, (he third
on sale. Face-off time on Friday and Saturday is 7:30
season bowl invitation wcnl sluggish (rom the start of the situation at Ihe 41. BG got one
fastest time on the five-mile
p.m
out this weekend when Ihey game gaining only 127 total last chance taking over on
Eastern Michigan course.
Students may check hockey ticket availabilities at any
played Marshall University in yards on Ihe ground with their own 26 with 3:46 left in
The
Huron's
Jim
time by dialing Falcon hot-line (372-BGSU I.
tailback Paul Miles having 92 the game. With Miles running
Huntington. W Va
Billsborrow finished tilth, but
and Lamport's passing
The overconfident Falcons yards in 24 carries.
Although the ground attack Bowling Green moved to the
met their match 12-10 against
a team on which freshman or was stymied, the passing Marshall 20 with 1:11 left. But
sophomores hold 21 of Ihe 22 offense was a bright spot as a Bill Witte field goal attempt
passers Reid Lamport and Joe of 37 yards had the distance
tuning positions
"I guess this is what Babies hit 16 or 34 attempts but not the direction. Thus
separates Ihe great teams for 198 yards. The Falcons ended the Falcons hope of a
from the good ones." said only touchdown came via the bowl bid.
coach Don Nehlcn. "A great pass
That touchdown was scored
team would have come down
here and knocked Ihe heck out after Tony Bell had run back a
Marshall kick-off 73 yards to
of them."
On the next play
The Falcons had the edge in the 20.
first downs. 18 to 15 had ihe Lamport hit Rich Newman for
The louchdown
edge in total oflense plays. 79- the score
75. and had 325 yards total came with II and a-half
offense to 330 for the minutes lo play in Ihe game,
Thundering Herd The figures still plenty of time for the
were also close on the Falcons to win as seven plays
scoreboard, 12-10. but BU had later Bill Fischer recovered a
the short end of that statistic
Herd fumble at the 50
By Daa Casseday
Sports Writer

Hockey tickets

"WHEN WE WIN. it's
because we run to the best of
our abilities." the senior
runner stated. "We lose only
If we don't run to the best of
our abilities."

first half mile." said Brodt.
"Our first five stayed
together the entire
race
Billsborrow was about fifteen
seconds behind them."

Frestle applied
this
philosophy to Eastern
Michigan's performance.
"I don't think they were
mentally prepared for this
meet." he said
Their top
man was out with a stress
fracture and Ihey thought
beforehand we (BGi were
gonna win "

25 14 was a real good time
on that course." Brodt said of
the five-way tie. despite his
opinion that "they didn't run
very hard the last mile."
There won't be much tailing
off the last mile this Saturday,
however The Falcons will be
out to avenge their upset at
the MAC championships a
year ago

THE FALCONS quickly
took advantage of Eastern's
pessimism
"The outcome of the meet
was never in doubt after the

And perhaps they'll exhibit
the confidence of one of the
first five as they crossed the
line Saturday, "maybe we
are the best in the U.S."

Falcons upset by Herd
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Booters baffle OSU to tie
By Joe Barchlck
Sports Writer

we
did,''
Cochrane
commented.
The Falcons fired 19 shots at
"It was a beautiful day for the Ohio Stale goal compared
soccer but a very lousy day for to the Buckeyes 18
In the
scoring."
save department, OSU goalie
Those were the sentiments Jim Fingered posted 13 saves
of Bowling Green soccer while freshman goalie Bill
coach Mickey Cochrane after Heyne recorded 11.
his charges battled Ohio State
Saturday's shutout of the
to a scoreless 0O deadlock Buckeyes was the second for
Saturday
morning
In Heyne this season The other
Columbus
was the Falcon's 7-0
whitewash over Miami in the
The Falcons, changing their fourth game of the season
usual style of play from the Heyne also played a big role in
short-game controlling passes BG's 9-0 drubbing of Ball
to the long-lobbing downfield State
passes, could not dent the
Ohio State goal as the
Buckeye defense plus BG's
inability to control the
midfield play killed many
potential
scoring
opportunities

Defensive back Bud Lewis
was a big factor in Heyne
recording the shutout as his
play staved off numerous OSU
scoring threats. Lewis was
listed as a doubtful for
Saturday's clash due to a
slight concussion sustained in
BG's 3-0 loss at Michigan
State las! Wednesday.

■

Running
Herd

The Falcons have two
games left on the schedule in
visiting Denison tomorrow
and hosting top ranked lin
Ohio)
Ohio
University
Saturday morning.
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Dirty Dozen
Keith Beattey

Dave Kobel

Dave Brooker

Fred Plessinger

Scott McFerren

John Moyer

Chuck Grapes

Jeff Patton

Mike Frye

Dick Sunderman

Bob Herman

8 P.M. to 1 A.M.
WAWR - 93.5 FM
A SERVICE OF WAWR NEWS
AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

IGNORE !
ME!
I may look like justl
another coupon. but|
J in case you are in-!
i terested I'm good'
for one serving ofl
J y o u r favorite Au-i
tmnn Dessert:

Pumpkin
Pie
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Oct. 27-Nov. 2

1

00

THURSDAY IS
BGSU
STUDENT NITE

I stMeeti wrt> I D $1
High school students
welcome
Be, efdces.er.s7 15
EwBlttjaatlM
Sat.. Sea at 2 10.5:00.1:01

the ultimate trip

20d:ASfyVCE
ODYSSEY

with

Whipped
Cream
when complementing
.-.in lunch
dinner order

I

(coupon mufti bf
presented-

1 WINNER OF 10
ACADEMY AWAMS!

"(MMIEWITH
THE WMF

THE HUTCH PET SHOP

DUTCH :
PANTRY |
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Oct. 23 - Nov. 6

* 521 S. PROSPECT
* 5 BLKS. SOUTH OF E. WOOSTER
*
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NEXT WEEK:
Nov. 3-Nov. 9

PENNY SALE
TROPICAL FISH
»

FABULOUS

■
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GRAY
STADIUM
PLAZA

TONIGHT
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF TODAY'S
ELECTIONS
FIVE HOURS OF
CONTINUOUS ELECTION COVERAGE

Welcome The New

Steve Parrett

John Johnstonbaugh (44) runt over BG safety Gary Seemann
(14) in last weekends action in Huntington W. Va.
Johnstonbaugh led all rushers with 98 yards in 17 carries to
help the Young Thundering Herd to a 12-10 upset win over
the Falcons.
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S Go Ahead,!

Brothers off Alpha Sigma Phi

Luckily for the Falcons,
though, Ohio Stale's oflensive
tactics were not thai much
better
"We were fortunate thai
Ohio State played as poorly as

Ceoch Mel Brodt ponders hit teams
chances
for
tin
Mid-American
Conference crots-country till*. The MAC
meet will be held this weekend at
Western Michigan.
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